Aug 4th

From Bray Head

My dear Gray. Thanks for two letters of July 7th & 15th, both of interest to me.

I am heartily glad to hear that you are so comfortably recovered & your

short holiday for you seemed to be about

won not of work. It is capital work. Any

given up all your time to rest work.

Newfoundland you are to stay little man.

No sail, now is enclosed in last

sentiment I have and together.

Many letter was in effable treasures. Many

thanked for Specimen a little good hearing. I

sailed it was a specimen to show me the

famished it was a specimen to show me the

flower, I put it in warm, hot boiling,

water & I then inserted a sheet of

paper. Will you please

this a misfortune? - With your favor
I count at she wake a melody like you do.

That seems a very good car to me and I like

you won or lecture. I have lots of

your house at present, just 15 I believe

of your house "homophonic" style.

flowers 1 especial of "homophonic" style.
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interest (independent of truth) of the
reader. I am with
...ask of your saying “is not it un
likely I know well known?” I can find nothing in
...the moment of the
...moment of the
independent of the moment of the
...moment of the interaction, but both
...object in stripping a wide
...object to grasp a stick. So it
...climbing plant (without tendon) or
...extremely, it upper nature, so
...stripping a wide in
...night to day.
...surprising
...night I find
...staggered
...myself. I
...statement. It is surprising
...to catch the organism with short
...to watch the supporting stick, ready
...begun with something to climb up.
...teaching me something to climb up.
...when to short needs a stick, the motion
at that point in expecting, but the upper is continued,
so that the climbing of all plants, not examined
is the main result of the pantomime inculcating
in it, without further notice. If the upper is written.
—Pray tell me
whether anything has been published on this subject.
I hate publishing what is old; but I shall
not be publishing what is old, and I do
heartily regret my work, if it is old, which
must围绕 me. — If I do publish a letter, it
shall examine my very plants.

I am very glad you are going to review Both's book.
I am very glad you are going to review Both's book.
I must say I enjoy anything which fits my fancy.
He seems to some lighter with morning; I
have seen him years ago, and was charmed with him.

Depend on it, you can unjust in the month;
I will stick up for Dresser to the last day of
death. Helen knew better. I have been
public in pile of experiment, no it —
public in pile of experiment, no it —

now profusely interesting American knew is, — I declare
about him 10 years to US. Then American
new. — Do not late from it England too much. Begin he is the master of the children. So the world. I declare no man could have tried to wish me kindly for the

With the I know one. — By means tells me that unless it unto the best of me cause best if it until and I reply,

but I cannot pump up enthusiasm. If you.

The blessing of your newspaper I wish

The men to the above of England, and the

men do to above of England, and to

had not of to free colored population, and to

not paying mercantile store. This all my

state mercantile store. The can could be different.

England the can could be I in tell me.

I find a man cannot like I understand.

you wish thinks me a wretched object.

under I do not hate me much.

England I do not hate me much.

what behind to low I wish him friends

themselves in New York. If you answer to take

then when been in Ireland farther to some

tail. — Good wish. Farewell

C. Darwin